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ENFORCER / CAULDRON
Heavy Metal Thunder
Sessions 7" EP BLACK [VINYL
7"]
Cena 51,90 zł

Dostępność Dostępny

Czas wysyłki 5 dni

Producent Doomentia Rec.

Opis produktu
As we were about to announce the launch of this very special series of soon-to-be-highly-collectable split EP, we were thinking
about boosting how the heavy metal genre has been going through some kind of fascinating and enthralling revival over the
last years… Until we realized our mistake: heavy metal never went away. Ever. Yes, it might at some point going back
underground where it started in the first place but call it ‘true metal’, ‘epic metal’, ‘new wave of traditional heavy metal’ or
whatnot, the fact is that ever since the bell rang on a rain-soaked bleak landscapes at the very beginning of Black Sabbath
very first album in 1970, heavy metal just kept on growing and growing. 

 
So this series is less about resurgence than it is about resistance and a burning passion that simply refuses to let go. It’s also
about supporting the bands who strive for heavy metal excellence and the whole scene they’ve built with their bare hands,
quite often in pure DIY fashion. Each band will provide exclusive content, such as demo tracks, alternate mixes or covers and
each entry will feature the same generic layout, giving this whole collectible series a sense of unity.

#2 The second part of the "Heavy Metal Thunder Sessions" collector's series comes with two important bands that started a
new wave of traditional heavy metal in the world: Sweden's ENFORCER and Canada's CAULDRON! Two exclusive covers of
legendary 80s heavy metal bands for the first time on vinyl format!

Tracklist:
ENFORCER - "Attack" (Jonah Quizz cover), CAULDRON - "Paris is Burning" (Dokken cover)
 

Collectable series Heavy Metal Thunder Sessions
Exclusive tracks
7" black vinyl
Limited to 500 units worldwide
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